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Abstract 

Click chemistry probes have improved the study of drug interactions in live cells and relevant 
disease models. Proper design of the probes, including the choice of the click moiety coupled to 
the drug, is crucial to ensure good performance and broad application. A new trans-cyclooctene 
derivative, amTCO, was synthesised via a novel route using a phthalimide protecting group as a 
built-in photosensitiser for the cyclooctene isomerization. amTCO improved the physical 
chemical properties of click chemistry probes compared to standard TCO moieties. An amTCO 
probe targeting indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO1) was a superior tool for visualizing IDO1 and 
measuring the binding affinities of small molecule inhibitors to IDO1 in cells. 
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The increasing costs and risks associated with the development of new therapeutic drugs are a 
major challenge for the pharmaceutical industry.1 Insufficient target engagement and adverse 
effects caused by off-target activities contribute to drug failure in late stages of development.2 To 
enhance the success of drug discovery, a comprehensive characterization of drug interactions at 
the preclinical stage is essential. Recent developments in click chemistry have greatly facilitated 
such studies, enabling drug visualization and measurement of drug-target binding in complex 
biological systems.3 

Click chemistry refers to reactions with a high thermodynamic force that proceed quickly to 
completion, generating a single product in high yield.4 Click probes derived from drugs are 
obtained by functionalization with a clickable moiety, enabling conjugation via a selective 
reaction between the click probe and a chosen reporter in a relevant disease model. In previous 
work, we demonstrated that this strategy can be used to identify drug targets and off-targets, 
visualise the cellular localization of the probe and measure target engagement of non-derivatised 
drug compounds.5 In the same study, different click reactions were compared and the inverse 
electron demand Diels Alder (IEDDA) reaction between a trans-cyclooctene (TCO) and a tetrazine 
was identified as the most efficient. The superior performance of the IEDDA reaction in our click 
probe strategy can be attributed to its unmatchable kinetics.6 The selectivity and high reactivity 
of TCO with tetrazine, combined with its prolonged stability in aqueous solutions, makes it a very 
attractive click moiety. Nevertheless, TCO is a hydrophobic group. When attached to a drug, it may 
affect the physical chemical properties of the click probe as well as the pharmacological 
properties of the drug. In this context, considerable efforts have been made by several research 
groups to develop new trans-cyclooctene derivatives with reduced hydrophobicity (e.g. oxoTCO)7 
or faster kinetics (e.g. sTCO, dTCO).8,9 

Herein, we report a new trans-cyclooctene derivative, the 1-(aminomethyl)-trans-cyclooct-4-ene 
(amTCO), which differs from the original trans-cyclooct-4-enol by the functional group used for 
conjugation. This new derivative was applied to the preparation of a click probe targeting the 
indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO1). We demonstrate here that amTCO results in a reduction of 
hydrophobicity as compared to the previously described TCO-based GSK5112 click probe,10 and 
in a reduction of background in imaging-based readouts. This allows the new probe to be used for 
measuring binding affinities of unmodified IDO1 inhibitors in cells. 

 

TCO probes are traditionally obtained by coupling trans-cyclooct-4-enol (TCO–OH) onto an 
amine-containing compound. TCO–OH is commercially available as a pre-activated para-
nitrophenol or N-hydroxysuccinimide ester which makes the coupling very straightforward. 
However, for carboxylic acid or hydroxyl-containing compounds, direct coupling of TCO–OH 
would result in an ester or carbonate linkage, both hydrolysable. Therefore, in this case, TCO with 
a linkable amine would be more convenient for stable conjugation. Furthermore, we hypothesised 
that a different linkage between the TCO and the drug could help tuning the physical chemical 
properties of the probes. We calculated octanol/water partition coefficients (log P values) for a 
click probe obtained by coupling amTCO onto a carboxylic acid (amide linkage) and found the 
amTCO derivative less hydrophobic than a click probe obtained by coupling TCO–OH onto an 
amine (carbamate linkage) (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Structures of TCO–OH and amTCO, and calculated log P values (clog P) for TCO–OH and amTCO 
conjugates. 

 

amTCO was prepared from commercially available 1-(aminomethyl)-cis-cyclooct-4-ene 
(amCCO) (Fig. 2A). The photoisomerisation was conducted in a closed-loop flow reactor similar 
to the setup developed by Svatunek et al. (Fig. 2B).11 The cis isomer was irradiated in continuous 
flow in the presence of a photosensitiser. It is expected that after each cycle of irradiation less 
than half of the cis cyclooctene is converted into the corresponding trans. In order to drive the 
photoisomerization to completion, the trans isomer was trapped on AgNO3-impregnated silica 
while the remaining cis isomer was irradiated further.12 It is important to ensure that the cis 
derivative is eluted from the silica column and returns into the reservoir whereas the trans-
cyclooctene–AgNO3 complex remains adsorbed onto silica. Therefore, a protecting group had to 
be introduced onto amCCO in order to decrease its polarity. In the first instance, the amine was 
protected as a trifluoroacetamide and methyl benzoate was used as a photosensitiser following 
a standard approach.11,12 The reaction was monitored by measuring the remaining cis derivative 
by gas chromatography. This procedure resulted in 70% cis-to-trans conversion after 85 min 
irradiation (Fig. 2C). Although methyl benzoate is the most commonly used photosensitiser for 
cyclooctene isomerization,11,12 dimethyl isophtalate has the potential to give higher trans/cis 
ratios in the photostationary state.13 As expected, a higher conversion in a shorter irradiation time 
was observed when methyl benzoate was replaced by dimethyl isophthalate. Based on a 
similarity in structure, we hypothesised that a phtalimide used as a protecting group could act as 
a built-in sensitiser. Accordingly, phthalimide-protected amCCO (1) was successfully converted 
into phthalimide-protected amTCO when irradiated in the absence of any additional 
photosensitiser. The isomerization proceeded at a similar rate as trifluoroacetamide-amCCO (2) 
with dimethyl isophthalate. Hence, it was more efficient than the standard procedure using 
methyl benzoate as a photosensitiser. In addition, the reaction could conveniently be monitored 
by HPLC as the phthalimide group is UV-active. As a control, Fmoc-protected amCCO (3) was also 
irradiated in the set up in the presence of dimethyl isophthalate. As expected, its 
photoisomerization took place with low efficiency, likely because most of the light was absorbed 
by the Fmoc group rather than the photosensitiser. Therefore, phthalimides are useful protecting 
groups for the photoisomerization of primary amine-containing cyclooctenes. They can 
photosensitise the reaction efficiently and independently of the concentration in the reaction 
mixture. 
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Fig. 2 (A) Photoisomerization of amCCO into amTCO using a phthalimide protecting group as intramolecular 
photosensitiser. (B) Photoisomerization setup for irradiation of cis-cyclooctenes at 254 nm in continuous 
flow with trapping of trans-cyclooctenes on silver nitrate-coated silica. (C) Comparative study of different 
photoisomerization conditions. 

 
As proof-of-concept, amTCO was used for the preparation of a click probe targeting the 
indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO1). Reports have shown that increased IDO1 activity promotes 
an immunosuppressive microenvironment that is believed to support tumour growth.14 
Therefore, it has been considered for cancer immunotherapies. IDO1 is an intracellular enzyme 
involved in tryptophan catabolism and requires heme binding for its activity. Due to this property, 
there is a high need for tools that enable the preclinical evaluation of IDO1 inhibitors in living cells 
under endogenous conditions. In this context, amTCO was coupled to a linkable analog of the 
IDO1 inhibitor GSK5628 (Fig. 3). The new probe, amTCO-GSK9353, was compared to a previously 
reported TCO probe targeting IDO1, TCO-GSK5112.10 The log D (distribution coefficient at pH 7.4) 
of the two probes was measured by chromatography and used as an indicator of their 
lipophilicity.15 The new amTCO group in combination with the short additional linker resulted in a 
2-log reduction of the log D value (Fig. 3). This decrease in lipophilicity was expected to have a 
positive impact on the performance of the probe. 

 

Fig. 3 Structure and log D value of the parent compound GSK5628 and derived click probes. 
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In an affinity enrichment experiment, we first confirmed that the new probe, amTCO-GSK9353, 
could bind specifically to IDO1 in cell extracts (ESI,† Fig. S22). Subsequently, amTCO-GSK9353 
and TCO-GSK5112, were compared in an imaging assay to visualise their subcellular localization. 
IDO1 expression was induced in HeLa cells using human interferon-gamma (IFNγ). Live cells were 
treated with amTCO-GSK9353 and TCO-GSK5112 at 3 μM final concentration for 1 hour. After 
fixation and permeabilization of the cells, a Cy5-tetrazine (ESI,† Fig. S20) was attached by click 
chemistry in order to visualise the localization of the probes by confocal fluorescence microscopy 
(absorption and emission spectra of the click product shown in ESI,† Fig. S21). As expected, both 
probes accumulated in the nucleus and the cytoplasm in agreement with the reported 
localization of IDO1 (Fig. 4A). However, in addition to this signal, we observed accumulation of 
TCO-GSK5112 probe in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi (ESI,† Fig. S24 and S25), 
especially in cells where the levels of IDO1 protein were low (Fig. 4A, white arrows) as well as in 
non-induced cells (ESI,† Fig. S23). This accumulation, most probably driven by the high 
lipophilicity of the probe, was also visible in a competitive binding assay where each probe (3 μM) 
and the parent compound GSK5628 (10 μM) were simultaneously added to the induced cells (Fig. 
4A). Due to the excess of competitor binding to the same site in IDO1, specific binding of both 
probes was suppressed but significant residual fluorescent signal in ER/Golgi could still be 
detected for TCO-GSK5112, confirming the superior performance of the newly designed amTCO-
GSK9353. 
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Fig. 4 (A) Imaging assay. IFNγ-treated HeLa cells were incubated with 3 μM click probe ± GSK5628 for 1 h, 
followed by fixation, permeabilization and click reaction with 200 nM Cy5-Tetrazine. Representative 
fluorescent images recorded after excitation at 633 nm (Cy5, λem = 638–690 nm) are shown. Scale bar = 20 
μm. The white arrows point at the unspecific accumulation of TCO-GSK5112. (B) Quantification of Cy5 
fluorescence signal in HeLa cells treated as in A and analysed by flow cytometry. Dashed line shows DMSO 
level. Data from one representative experiment (replicates shown in Fig. S27, ESI†). (C) Flow cytometric 
analysis of IFNγ-induced HeLa cells treated with 1 μM amTCO-GSK9353 and increasing concentrations of 
GSK5628, followed by trypsinization, fixation, permeabilization and click reaction with Cy5-Tetrazine. Data 
from one representative experiment (replicates shown in Fig. S29, ESI†). (D) Competition binding curve of 
GSK5628 derived from flow cytometric data presented in C. 

 

In order to quantify the unspecific accumulation of the probes, IFNγ-stimulated HeLa cells were 
treated with the probes and the parent inhibitor GSK5628, trypsinised and analysed by FACS after 
staining (Fig. 4B). In the absence of competitor, both probes gave a fluorescent signal of similar 
intensity. However, only partial competition (80%) was observed for TCO-GSK5112 while total 
competition (100%) was achieved with amTCO-GSK9353. These results confirmed the confocal 
microscopy observations. The unspecific accumulation of TCO-GSK5112 was so far preventing 
its use at high concentration. With its reduced hydrophobicity, amTCO-GSK9353 can be employed 
over a wide concentration range which increases its application spectrum. 

One of the most important applications of click probes is measurement of the direct binding of an 
unlabelled drug to its target in live cells.5 Such target engagement measurements aim to confirm 

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2021/cc/d0cc06709a#fn1
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2021/cc/d0cc06709a#fn1
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that a compound interacts with its intended biological target and to quantify this interaction. This 
characterization is fundamental in medicinal chemistry to minimise failure of drug candidates at 
a late stage of development. Briefly, a dose–response relationship is obtained when cells are 
treated with a fixed concentration of click probe and increasing concentrations of the drug of 
interest. The IC50 value of the drug is directly inferred from the dose–response curve. This 
approach was applied to our unlabelled IDO1 inhibitor GSK5628 using amTCO-GSK9353 probe. 
The residual fluorescent signal was measured by FACS for each concentration of GSK5628 tested 
in HeLa cells (Fig. 4C). A pIC50 of 8.2 (IC50 = 6.88 nM) was determined for the IDO1 inhibitor (Fig. 
4D), in line with the affinity measured in an activity-based assay where accumulation of 
kynurenine was quantified in HeLa cells (pIC50 = 8.2).10 

 

To summarise, we demonstrated that a phthalimide protecting group can conveniently be used 
as a built-in photosensitiser for the photoisomerisation of trans-cyclooctenes. We introduced a 
new trans-cyclooctene derivative, amTCO, that features a primary amine for stable conjugation to 
carboxylic acids and alcohols. We showed that amTCO improved the physical chemical 
properties of resultant click probes, particularly when the lipophilicity of the parent compound 
was critical. As an example, a new click probe targeting IDO1 was synthesised with much higher 
specificity and better performance than the TCO-based tool. We were able to visualise the 
localisation of IDO1 in cells and measure target engagement of unmodified IDO1 inhibitors. This 
new tool allows the assessment of IDO1 inhibitors in intact cellular models. Beyond this work, 
amTCO could be applied to the preparation of other probes for intracellular click chemistry but 
also for labelling of biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids. 
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